**WHERE DO I ACCESS OSHIS?**

The Safety web page will contain links to access OSHIS, easy access reporting for near hits and safety concerns, industrial hygiene requests, and training materials. Simply click the Safety button found on BPA Connection or go to [www.bpa.gov/OSHIS](http://www.bpa.gov/OSHIS).

**QUESTIONS?**

- Email [OSHIS@bpa.gov](mailto:OSHIS@bpa.gov)
- Call your OSHIS Team
  - Reporting or Corrective Actions
    - Joe Armatys, 360-418-8542
    - Erik Hagelstein, 360-418-8541
    - Paula MacDougall, 360-418-2374
  - Medical Surveillance
    - Crystal Vernon – 360-418-8537
  - Industrial Hygiene Requests
    - Annette Davis, 360-418-8545
- Not sure where to begin? Call the Help desk, 503-230-4357

**WHAT IS IT?**

BPA is implementing a new Occupational Safety and Health Information System to help manage our major safety functions and to act as our system of record for all things Safety related.

OSHIS is a third-party, cloud-based application that is InfoSec compliant.

**THE NEW WAY TO REPORT**

- Injury & Illness
- Near Hits & Safety Concerns
- Vehicles & Equipment
- Contractor Incidents

**FROM**

- Multiple systems or databases
- Limited reporting functionality
- Limited flexibility in managing corrective actions
- Limited visibility into trends
- Out of compliance

**TO**

- Single system and data source
- More reporting functionality and data capture
- More flexibility in managing corrective actions
- Greater visibility into trends
- In compliance
WHAT’S NEW?

Reporting and Corrective Actions

- BPA will have one system for submitting near hits/safety concerns, injuries/illnesses, motor/mobile vehicle, and contractor incident reports.
- Historical data will be at your fingertips. You’ll now have the ability to locate previously submitted safety reports.
- Employees and Supervisors will receive system-generated email notifications when a corrective action is either coming due or is overdue.
- Leadership teams will have access to data via dashboards and reports.

Medical Surveillance

- Each district/area will have a designated Scheduler.
- Supervisors will have access to their team’s medical surveillance and clearance information.
- Leadership teams will have access to data via dashboards and reports.
- Feedback from online questionnaires will be stored in OSHIS.

Industrial Hygiene

- Industrial hygiene requests may look a bit different, but where you locate the IH request form and what information is gathered remains unchanged.

WHY NOW?

BPA does not have a single repository for all Safety data collected that is InfoSec compliant. OSHIS also streamlines and automates work processes to allow information to flow between the people who need it.

WHO IS IMPACTED?

Safety
IT
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Supervisors

OSHIS
Occupational Safety and Health Information System

A better system to better manage BPA safety!